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Genetically distinct neurodevelopmental disorders (NDDs) are typically studied in isolation. However, many

share clinical features including learning disability, behavioral inflexibility, and impaired motor skills.

Understanding NDDs in a shared context, rather than as unique conditions, would reveal whether these

impairments are associated with common or unique neural dysfunctions. Such insights are crucial to design

therapeutic approaches as the prevalence of NDDs is rising and disease-modifying therapies remain rare.
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This project will produce data of the following formats: videos of animal behavior (5TB), electrophysiology data

from the brain (40TB), histology imaging (4TB), and computational analysis results (1TB). This data will be

collected from 10 mouse models of neurodevelopmental disorders and wildtype littermates. We estimate a total of

50TB of data. 

We expect to generate the following data formats: .AVI video files, IMEC format raw electrophysiology data, .CZI

Carl Zeiss microscopic image files, and .MAT MATLAB files.

For behavior data, the 3D position of relevant body parts derived from analysis of video will be preserved and

shared. For electrophysiology, spike times, firing rates, and z-scored activity for individual neurons surrounding

the behavioral task under study will be preserved and shared. All histological and analysis files will be preserved

and shared. Metadata related to the trial structure and animal behavior during the experiment will be clearly listed

within the processed electrophysiology data files. I will use Wasabi for long-term storage and DANDI for long-

term data archiving and sharing, of raw video and electrophysiology files totaling ~50TB.

All methods and protocols and specialized equipment associated with data collection and analysis will be described

in detail in the published documentation and preserved and shared. In addition, all metadata related to the

experimental animal and trial structure (name, date, weight, genetic strain, trial type, labels and times of

experimental variables) and behavioral labels will be clearly listed and included within the shared computational

analysis files.

Matlab and/or Python software is required to access and manipulate our shared scientific time series data.

Electrophysiology experiments require Matlab. Image analysis software, such as ImageJ can be used to access and

manipulate our histology imaging data. Analysis code used to produce the documented results will be preserved

and shared.

For our combined behavior and electrophysiology datasets, no consensus data storage standards exist. Data

acquired by all participants will include a master metadata file (excel document) that lists all experimental animals

by name, sex type, date of birth, and their associated group labels. Each experimental animal name is associated

with a data folder containing subfolders for behavior/video, electrophysiology, and histology or imaging data.

Within each experimental animal data folder is another metadata excel document that lists and describes the

experiment-specific details (date, weight, surgery notes, experimental protocol and behavior notes) for each

experiment for that animal name. To assist in the reuse of the datasets by naive investigators, all brain and behavior

time series data will be interpolated to a common time series (1ms bins, from 5 seconds before to 10 seconds after

trial onset). To enable data sharing in non-proprietary formats, data will also be made available as .csv files.

All dataset(s) that can be shared will be deposited in the DANDI Archive.

To find experiments and data of interest, a naive investigator will start by opening the master metadata excel

document that lists all experimental animals by name, sex type, date of birth, and their associated experiment group

labels. Each experimental animal name is associated with a data folder containing subfolders for behavior/video,

electrophysiology, and histology data. Within each experimental animal data folder is another metadata excel

document that lists and describes the experiment-specific details (date, weight, surgery notes, experimental protocol

and behavior notes) for each experiment for that animal name. For all experiments, time series data (video,

electrophysiology) is interpolated and stored with common time series binning and labeling guidelines. Moreover,

the shared analysis code will recapitulate the results and therefore point the investigator to the location of the



relevant data. Additionally, DANDI assigns persistent identifiers. Inclusion of these identifiers in publications will

enable the identification of datasets used in publications.

Scientific data and metadata will be made available immediately upon publication (including pre-prints) or at the

end of the performance period, and will be made available indefinitely, as funding permits, and a minimum of 10

years after the funding period. 

There are no anticipated factors or limitations that will affect the access, distribution or reuse of the scientific data

generated by the proposal.

 

Access to our scientific data repositories will be freely available and not controlled.

N/A

Compliance with this data management plan will be monitored and managed by the principal investigator Stefan

Lemke and primary mentor Adam Hantman. Oversight of the plan will occur throughout the study, as well as at

specific project milestones (onset, data collection, organization and analysis, presentation, data archiving, etc.).
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